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Football is an organized madness useful for politics by creating subtle relations 
within different people and countries, by being a secret tool of diplomacy 
allowing sending messages through an entertainment activity, by changing 
public opinion in targeted peoples and by many other means. It's webs are 
widespread, it's effects are hard to measure in full, and the only way to manage 
it's political impact is entering this virus-like insanity yourself willingly by 
genuinely being a fanatical supporter of some teams in the game. 

Everybody should be a fan of a team. Each nation should have numberless 
teams, many leagues, always competing, and always having fanatical supporters 
behind them. 

It's propagation should be overdosed in all media channels. Even in schools, 
from the starting years, children should be directed to play football as an 
amateur fun within them. It is interesting that children naturally enjoy this sport, 
and even in the poorest places of human settlement they find ways to play it 
within themselves. In newly discovered humanoid settlements, the same should 
be instituted. 

Though the main part of the struggle comes from establishing charismatic 
rivalries between known teams, creating rivalries, and making people feel 
belong to a particular team and despise the other. 

Each planetary settlement should have "great teams". Their players, like super 
stars, their coaches, like supreme authorities, their fans, like armies after their 
team, their player trades extremely expansive, and their lives a role model for 
younger generations. 



Colors of the teams should be chosen very carefully. Their logos, and their 
histories should be constructed in the most heroic way. Any kind of feeling 
people revere in those settlements should be connected to those teams with 
rumors, stories and many other techniques. 

The main issue is with the colors. People will feel the colors in whole of their 
lives. Color combinations should be assessed in psychological ways. 

For starting the craze within settlements, we should assign our allies and their 
spies to lead hooligans. First the secret police can gather and make noise and 
usual boisterousness in guise of hooligans, to attract attention. After finding 
newcomers from ordinary public, some of these polices can lead them to 
organize. They can march together, drink together, watch football matches in a 
common bar each weekend together. As you know, football is also an 
information network. 

For being able to do this, first you should need two teams making great national 
news. 

And they should be enemies to the core. 

First thing about football is, it has a little aristocratic image in people. Football 
club leaders and owners should be in such "oldschool" images aswell. 

They should be authority figures which people can trust. Like government 
leaders. Or mafia leaders. Whatever. Honorable, powerful, and respectable, they 
should be powerful grandfather figures. 

Since supplying the money for such huge expenses they make for their new 
players, the club owners should be really a little mafia-like. They are always 
government related, and they always hide it. For this, they are naturally 
showing respectable behavior. 

Though leaders of different clubs should make shows of utter enmity. This is 
necessary to fuel the audiences, and create un-erasable division within feelings 
of fans. Such enmity is needed in each and every fan, to make them totally 
identified with their teams. 

In starting point of our effort to induce football virus into the veins of District V, 
we should start from a city with a weird image within the whole planet. We can 
spread national news which are saying "This city has football craziness!" and 
yes, indeed, there can be many incidents, rumors, fan-base clashes, word-duels 



between club leaders, expensive players, romance news and even crime related 
to football teams. All of their local media would be full of football, their unique 
craziness and fanaticism for this sport, and their teams' rivalry of course. As you 
know, it is normal to see fights between rival clubs fans. 

After achieving one pair of enemy super-star clubs, the process in other cities 
can start aswell. In other cities, the same two teams should be supported first by 
secret police groups posing as football fans, who are occasionally drinking beer 
with other poser-hooligan police, singing football songs, marching, and fighting 
with other fan groups, and perhaps even attacking police. They should organize 
small football tournaments in collage dorms and more. With prizes. Gaining fan 
base for football is a long-term goal and needs an indoctrination starting from 
youngest ages, for this, primary school students should also be inserted into the 
craze. 

After the establishment of the image of football, with just two rival big teams, 
we shall do nothing more. This virus is so potent that people will be sucked up 
into the game willingly and with great joy. It is a great emotional drug, making 
people not just get excited, but fall into frenzy. 

We need this frenzy in District V. For this, let it be done. 


